MINI GOLF HOLES

HOLE #1  HOLE IN ONE  20' LONG
HOLE #2  BUNKER  77' LONG
HOLE #3  PICK THE PATH  19' LONG
HOLE #4  4-TIER  43' LONG
HOLE #5  HOUR GLASS  27' LONG
HOLE #6  ARCO  42' LONG
HOLE #7  PEANUT  23' LONG
HOLE #8  OUT N BACK  21' LONG
HOLE #9  OBSTACLE  20' LONG

NOTE: LANDSCAPE DESIGN IS SHOWN FOR GRAPHIC PURPOSES ONLY.

MINI BRACKETS

24'x10' SINGLE POST CANTILEVER SHADE & 2 BENCHES

ENTRY MONUMENT

CHAIN LINK FENCE
AGGREGATE BUFFER STRIP
RETAINING WALL

EXPANDED PAD FOR ACCESS
BENCH
PLAZA, 23'x23' SQ. PYRAMID MULTI-PANEL SHADE & 4 PICNIC TABLES
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